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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the BEST definition of SQL injection.
A. SQL injection is a windows and Linux website problem that
could be corrected by applying a website vendors patch.
B. SQL injection is a web Server problem.
C. SQL injection is an input validation problem.
D. SQL injection is a database problem.
Answer: C
Explanation:
SQL injection is execution of unexpected SQL in the database as
a result of unsanitized user input being accepted and used in

the application code to form the SQL statement.It is a coding
problem which affects inhouse, open source and commercial
software.
The following answers are incorrect:
SQL injection is a database problem. SQL injection is a web
Server problem.
SQL injection is a windows and Linux website problem that could
be corrected by applying a website vendors patch.
The following reference(s) were/was used to create this
question:
https://security.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/uploads/SQLi_
Prevention.pdf (page 9 and 10)

NEW QUESTION: 2
IPv6
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
+ Modified EUI-64: DB:FC:93:FF:FE:D8:05:0A+ multicast: FF01::1+
unicast:
2020:10D8:0:0:85:800:52:7348+ unspecified: ::

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer plans to incorporate VMware Horizon resources in
their Digital Workspace solutions using VMware Workspace ONE.
Which directory service integration is required to support this
design?
A. LDAP integration into Workspace ONE IDM using IDM Connector
B. Active Directory integration into Workspace ONE IDM using
IDM Connector
C. Workspace ONE UEM Integration Services vIDM
D. Active Directory integration into Workspace ONE UEM using
Cloud Connector
Answer: D
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